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The essential attribute of personal influence is the ability of a person to affect the thinking

superintendents, principals, and other administrators in place. It can be an exciting time of new

and/or behavior of other people. To be an effective influencer, one goes beyond skillful
possibilities and opportunities. All too often, however, the transition of leadership leaves the affected
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leadership.
posturing, politicking, and predicting- all to the considerable detriment of teaching and learning.

The following set of influence principles is not intended to be exhaustive, but rather a
With skillful succession planning and adept transition management, leadership transitions need
starter set of strategies that, in conjunction with solid communication skills, enable school
not result in a period of poor productivity. On the contrary, leadership transitions can offer a semileaders to more powerfully shape the course of school improvement.
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to
be
in
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of
someone
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also abound and can often be seen in politics, collegiate and professional sports,
and, well…
is distracted. And, we’ve experienced how powerful a moment can be when the person
education.
we’re sharing it with is “all-in” with us (Bowling & Hoffman, 2000). With all distractions and
pressures of the school swirling around in an administrator’s mind… those that can, if just
for a moment, block it all out and simply be present and available to staff members are
exercising a powerful component of personal presence.
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practices canisbe
two-way street (Fukushima, 1999). A principal might say to the faculty “I’ve changed
my thinking after reading the survey we completed last week. These words signal
also abound and can often be seen in politics, collegiate and professional sports, and, well… K-12
that what faculty members do personally affects the thoughts and feelings of the
education.
principal. Interesting isn’t it… being influence-able makes the administrator more
influential.

military, the church, higher education, and some business enterprises. Less exemplary examples

Loss of self-consciousness. There is something extra compelling about a leader
that occasionally becomes so engaged in the work of serving others that they
temporarily forget to worry about what others think of them. I suspect this is
because we are all self-conscious beings and to see another person temporarily
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freed from the normal state of “worrying what others think” is compelling.
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being completely caught up in an activity such that it is enjoyable and satisfying.
A violinist, in the middle of a concert, or a rock climber, completing a technically
organization in a state of uncertainty and turmoil that negatively affects the work of adults and the
difficult part of an ascent might be said to be in a state of flow. When a school
outcomes for students. It is sometimes the case that for months prior to, and after a leadership
administrator is in the “flow,” it is a particularly influential moment.

possibilities and opportunities. All too often, however, the transition of leadership leaves the affected

transition, the affected organization is distracted from its core business and pours much energy into
posturing,
politicking,
and predicting- all to the considerable detriment of teaching and learning.
Discussion
Questions…
With skillful succession planning and adept transition management, leadership transitions need

Identify the four principles of personal influence in the leadership behaviors of
particularly influential leaders from your past experience- both inside and outside
regular opportunity for a school or district to be reminded of its enduring values, to recommit to its
education. Share how the leaders used the four principles to their advantage and to
responsibility to evolve and adapt, and to recognize that the purpose of the organization is infinitely
the benefit of their organizations.
not result in a period of poor productivity. On the contrary, leadership transitions can offer a semi-

more important than the personality of any individual contributor. Examples of effective transition
management
can of
bethe
found
many typesresonates
of organizations.
Exemplary
practices
canand
be found in the
Identify which
fourinprinciples
most with
your personal
style
military,
church,why
higher
some business enterprises. Less exemplary examples
values.theExplain
youeducation,
chose thisand
principle.
also abound and can often be seen in politics, collegiate and professional sports, and, well… K-12

Imagine how you might apply one or more of the principles of personal influence to
education.
your own leadership situation. What might you do to begin? What follow-up might
you choose? How will you hold yourself accountable for trying and adapting one or
more of the principles?
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